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ABSTRACT

The process of mRNA localization typically utilizes cis-targeting elements and trans-recognition factors to direct the compartmental organization of translationally suppressed mRNAs. mRNA localization to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), in contrast, occurs via a co-translational, signal sequence/signal recognition particle (SRP)-dependent mechanism. We have utilized cell fractionation/cDNA microarray analysis, shRNA-mediated suppression of SRP expression, and mRNA reporter construct studies to define the role of the SRP pathway in ER-directed mRNA localization. Cell fractionation studies of mRNA partitioning between the cytosol and ER demonstrated the expected enrichment of cytosolic/nucleoplasmic protein-encoding mRNAs and secretory/integral membrane protein-encoding mRNAs in the cytosol and ER fractions, respectively, and identified a subpopulation of cytosolic/nucleoplasmic protein-encoding mRNAs in the membrane-bound mRNA pool. The latter finding suggests a signal sequence-independent pathway of ER-directed mRNA localization. Extending from these findings, mRNA partitioning was examined in stable SRP54 shRNA knockdown HeLa cell lines. shRNA-directed reductions in SRP did not globally alter mRNA partitioning patterns, although defects in membrane protein processing were observed, further suggesting the existence of multiple pathways for mRNA localization to the ER. ER localization of GRP94-encoding mRNA was observed when translation was disabled by mutation of the start codon/insertion of a 5' UTR stem–loop structure or upon deletion of the encoded signal sequence. Combined, these data indicate that the mRNA localization to the ER can be conferred independent of the signal sequence/SRP pathway and suggest that mRNA localization to the ER may utilize cis-encoded targeting information.
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INTRODUCTION

mRNA localization is an evolutionarily conserved phenomenon that serves essential roles in cell polarity determination and cell fate specification (St Johnston 2005; Du et al. 2007). Most prominently, mRNA localization provides a mechanism to compartmentalize protein synthesis and thereby instruct the formation of protein gradients within cells (Palacios and St Johnston 2001; St Johnston 2005; Du et al. 2007). The machinery functioning in mRNA localization is both diverse and complex but shares a common paradigm of cis-localization elements (zipcodes), trans-recognition factors, and, frequently, molecular motors (Czaplinski and Singer 2006). The necessity for localized translation of particular mRNAs, in particular those encoding morphogens, necessitates that localized mRNAs are translationally silenced during the trafficking processes that direct them to their proper location, and implies that final localization is coupled to translational de-repression.

In addition to the established roles of mRNA localization in early development, germline and somatic cells direct a genomewide sorting of mRNAs between the cytosol and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) compartments of the cell. This process, a ubiquitous and essential step in the genesis of secretory and integral membrane proteins, differs from previously established mRNA localization mechanisms in both magnitude and mechanism. With respect to magnitude, ER-directed mRNA localization operates on a substantial fraction (30%–40%) of the genome. And whereas established mRNA localization processes traffic translationally silenced ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) to their
cellular destinations, ER-directed mRNA localization is thought to require both translation and an encoded signal sequence. In this view, signal sequence recognition via the signal recognition particle (SRP) directs mRNA/ribosome/nascent polypeptide complexes to the ER membrane, thereby partitioning secretory/integral membrane protein-encoding mRNAs to the ER, and enables co-translational protein translocation (Lingappa and Blobel 1980; Walter and Johnson 1994; Blobel 2000). The localization of secretory and integral membrane protein-encoding mRNAs to the ER is therefore an indirect event; localization is conferred by the binding interactions of the ribosome and translation product, rather than the mRNA, with components of the ER (Lingappa and Blobel 1980; Walter and Johnson 1994; Blobel 2000). Evidence in support of this mechanism is substantial. Using both homologous and heterologous in vitro systems, consisting of mammalian rough microsomes, plant or mammal-derived translation-competent cell extracts, and either native or in vitro transcribed mRNAs, it has been demonstrated that translation and a functional signal sequence are both necessary and sufficient to traffic mRNAs to the ER membrane (Walter and Blobel 1981; Gilmore et al. 1982; Meyer et al. 1982).

Analyses of mRNA partitioning between the cytosol and ER membrane compartments of mammalian cells, fly, and yeast have identified cohorts of cytosolic/nucleoplasmic protein-encoding mRNAs that are highly enriched in the ER, suggesting that ER-directed mRNA localization can occur by a mechanism(s) other than the SRP pathway (Mueckler and Pitot 1981; Kopczynski et al. 1998; Diehn et al. 2000; Nicchitta et al. 2005). In support of this proposal, it has been demonstrated that mRNAs retain their association with the ER in the absence of ribosome engagement and thus participate in ribosome-independent interactions with components of the ER (Stephens et al. 2005; Lerner and Nicchitta 2006). The possibility that mRNAs may undergo direct targeting to the ER is also suggested by data obtained in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where genetic inactivation of the SRP pathway revealed compensatory mechanisms for continued functioning of the secretory pathway (Hann and Walter 1991; Ogg et al. 1992; Mutka and Walter 2001). Relatively little is known, however, about how mRNAs encoding secretory and integral membrane proteins are localized in the intact cell and the role(s) played by the SRP pathway in directing mRNA localization to the ER. These questions are the subject of this report.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In current models, mRNA localization to the ER requires translation, a functional signal sequence, and occurs in context of an mRNA/ribosome/nascent chain/signal recognition particle (SRP) complex (Lingappa and Blobel 1980; Walter and Johnson 1994; Blobel 2000). As noted above, it is established that a signal sequence is a necessary and sufficient signal for ER-restricted mRNA translation (Lingappa and Blobel 1980; Walter and Johnson 1994; Blobel 2000). To determine if the SRP pathway represents the sole pathway for mRNA localization to the ER, we first examined the population identities of ER-localized mRNAs. Extending from previous studies comparing the population identities of mRNAs from cytosol and ER-enriched subcellular fractions, we analyzed by cDNA microarray the mRNA population of cytosolic and outer nuclear envelope-bound polyribosomes (Fig. 1A). The rationale for comparisons between cytosolic and the outer nuclear envelope-bound polyribosomes was as follows: nuclei, because of their unique size and density, can be rapidly purified to near homogeneity from cell homogenates, thereby minimizing the contribution of cytosolic polyribosomes to the membrane-bound polyribosome fraction. Second, the ER and outer nuclear envelope are physically and functionally continuous and so by using nuclei as starting material, the contribution of membranous organelles other than ER is minimized.

Nuclei were isolated by isopycnic density gradient fractionation on iodixanol gradients. As seen in the electron micrographs depicted in Figure 1, B and C, the nuclei isolation procedure yields structurally well-preserved nuclei. In high magnification grazing sections of the outer nuclear envelope, abundant bound polyribosomes were identified in close apposition or physically associated with nuclear pore complexes (Fig. 1C). A high-resolution micrograph illustrating this structural organization is included as Supplemental Figure 1. The nuclear envelope fraction was subsequently prepared from the nuclei fraction using established methods (Matunis 2006). The identity of this fraction as a nuclear envelope was further validated by immunoblot analysis for the ER luminal protein GRP94, the resident ER membrane protein Sec61p, the nucleoporins Nup155 and Nup153, and the nucleoplasmic protein RNA polymerase II. As shown in Figure 1D, rough ER membranes (RM) are enriched in GRP94 and Sec61p, display very low Nup155 levels, and lack RNA polymerase II (pol II). Extraction of the purified nuclei in low-salt buffer supplemented with DNase and heparin yielded a nuclear envelope fraction (P1), enriched in nucleoporins but lacking pol II, and a supernatant fraction highly enriched in pol II (S1). Sec61p, Nup155, and Nup153 were subsequently recovered in the outer nuclear envelope fraction following detergent extraction (Matunis 2006). The cytosol fraction was generated from the liver homogenate by sequential ultracentrifugation. A postnuclear supernatant was initially cleared of all membranous organelles (150,000g, 1 h), and the polyribosome fraction was subsequently isolated from the membrane-free supernatant by ultracentrifugation through a sucrose cushion.
Triplicate cDNA pools were prepared from cytosol and nuclear envelope polyribosome total RNA fractions from three independent mouse liver fractionation experiments, and the mRNA population compositions were compared by cDNA microarray analysis. Sample correlation values exceeded 0.95 for both pools, indicating that sample preparation was highly reproducible. The EASE gene ontology (GO) program was used to compare the compositions of the nuclear envelope (NE)-associated and cytosolic polyribosome fractions (Table 1). As depicted in Table 1, and consistent with its established function in secretory/membrane protein biogenesis, the ER/outer nuclear envelope fraction was highly enriched in mRNAs encoding integral membrane and secreted proteins (EASE values > 3e−12). As expected, the cytosol fraction was highly enriched in mRNAs encoding cytosolic proteins (EASE value > 8e−8). Consistent with previous studies on mRNA partitioning between cytosol and membrane compartments, we observed a partial, but substantial, overlap of cytosolic mRNAs in the nuclear envelope pool (Kopczynski et al. 1998; Diehn et al. 2000, 2006; de Jong et al. 2006). Of the 11,386 genes identified in the cytosol fractions, 9,263 of these messages were also detected at significant (more than twofold over background) levels in the nuclear envelope fraction. As reported previously, the cytosol:ER partitioning ratios for the overlap pool varied widely and included mRNAs encoding cytosolic proteins that were highly enriched on the membrane-bound ribosomes (Kopczynski et al. 1998; Diehn et al. 2000, 2006; de Jong et al. 2006; data not shown).

In extending previous studies on the mRNA population identity of membrane-bound ribosomes to the outer nuclear envelope membrane, these data further establish that the presence of an encoded signal sequence is very highly correlated with ER localization (EASE values > 3e−12) (Table 1) and that the absence of a signal sequence does not formally prohibit membrane localization (Kopczynski et al. 1998; Diehn et al. 2000, 2006; de Jong et al. 2006). We cannot exclude the interpretation that the presence of cytosolic protein-encoding mRNAs in the outer nuclear envelope fraction reflects, in part, mRNAs in transit through nuclear pore complexes at the point of isolation, although it is not clear why distinct subpopulations of mRNAs, and not others, would be consistently recovered as a nuclear pore-associated fraction. Regardless, prior studies have documented that subsets of cytosolic protein-encoding mRNAs are highly enriched on membrane-bound ribosomes, and so it appears that multiple processes contribute to the phenomenon of ER/outer nuclear envelope-directed mRNA partitioning (Diehn et al. 2000, 2006; Lerner et al. 2003).

As an alternative approach to investigating the regulation of mRNA partitioning to the ER, we examined mRNA partitioning patterns in HeLa cell lines stably expressing...
shRNAs targeted to the essential 54-kDa subunit of SRP (Bernstein et al. 1989; Ren et al. 2004). These cell lines have been previously characterized; surprisingly, they display no apparent growth defects (Ren et al. 2004). The lack of a growth defect contrasts with genetic studies in yeast, where the loss of SRP/SRP receptor function has a profound growth defect, and may reflect the phenotype of the knockdown versus knockout (Hann et al. 1989; Ogg et al. 1992). We confirmed that the SRP54 mRNA levels in the stable knockdown cell line are markedly reduced relative to control HeLa cells (Fig. 2A) and also confirmed that cell surface expression of the integral membrane protein DR4 is markedly reduced in these cells (Fig. 2B), whereas cell surface expression of another receptor, FGFR, is not affected (data not shown). Thus, and as previously reported, shRNA-directed reduction in SRP54 levels affects the translocation of some, but not all, signal-bearing proteins (Ren et al. 2004).

To determine the consequences of reduced SRP54 expression on mRNA partitioning, subcellular mRNA distribution patterns were determined in SRP54 knockdown and control cell lines using a well-established sequential detergent extraction technique (Adam et al. 1990; Wilson et al. 1995; Lerner et al. 2003; Stephens et al. 2005, 2007). We examined the distribution of seven mRNAs; four encoding signal sequence bearing proteins (GRP94, BiP, and calreticulin) and three encoding cytosolic proteins previously reported to undergo non-canonical enrichment on membrane-bound ribosomes (Hsp90, L26, and LDH) (Lerner et al. 2003). For these RNA classes, the message distribution was identical in both control and SRP54 knockdown cells, suggesting that, even in the case of signal sequence-encoding mRNAs, ER localization may occur through multiple pathways (Fig. 2C). However, and because the shRNA approach yielded only a partial SRP54 knockdown, alternative experimental approaches to the question of the mechanism of ER-directed mRNA localization were developed.

To gain insight into the mechanism(s) of mRNA to the ER, we asked whether mRNA association with the ER persists when mRNA/ribosome/nascent chain complexes are physically dissociated; current models predict that mRNAs are tethered to the ER solely via their functional association with membrane-bound ribosomes (Lingappa and Blobel 1980; Blobel 2000; Alberts et al. 2002). If mRNA association with the ER is mediated solely via translation-driven functional association with membrane-bound ribosomes, subunit dissociation/ribosome disassembly would be predicted to elicit mRNA release (Fig. 3A). In contrast, mRNAs that undergo ribosome-independent binding interactions with the ER would be retained upon ribosomal subunit disassembly. To test these predictions, rough microsomes (RM) were prepared from J558 murine plasmacytoma cells and the relative sensitivities of rRNA and mRNA to EDTA extraction determined. In these experiments, RM were treated with 50 mM EDTA (sufficient to achieve complete dissociation of ribosomes into 40 and 60S subunits) and mRNA release was assayed following separation of the membrane and supernatant fractions by ultracentrifugation. EDTA treatment of the purified RM elicited a marked release of ribosomal subunits (18S, 28S rRNAs) from the RM (Fig. 3B, cf. lanes 1,2 and 3,4). However, mRNAs encoding the resident ER chaperones GRP94, BiP, and calreticulin were wholly retained on the rough microsomes (Fig. 3B, cf. lanes 1,2 and 3,4). In contrast, treatment of the RM with EDTA in the presence of sodium carbonate buffer, pH11, to extract peripheral membrane proteins (Fujiki et al. 1982), or detergent, to solubilize the membranes, yielded the release of RNAs into
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aA value of <0.01 is highly significant.

FIGURE 2. Subcellular mRNA distribution in SRP54 knock-down HeLa cell lines. (A) Total RNA from control HeLa (H) or SRP54 (54) stable knock-down cells was analyzed by Northern blot. (B) Cell surface expression of DR4 was determined by flow cytometry using no primary antibody (control) or DR4 antibody. (C) Cells were fractionated by sequential detergent extraction into cytosol (lane C) or membrane-bound (lane M) fractions. RNA isolated from total cells (lane T) or cell fractions was analyzed by Northern blot using the probes listed in Materials and Methods.
the supernatant fraction (Fig. 3B, lanes 5–8). These data are consistent with much earlier studies reporting on the association of mRNAs with the ER (Milcarek and Penman 1974; Lande et al. 1975; Cardelli et al. 1976; Lonn 1977) and suggest that mRNAs encoding ER resident proteins have localization information that contributes to their ER partitioning.

Using a representative ER enriched transcript, GRP94 mRNA, we examined the role of the SRP pathway in mRNA localization to the ER. Because the GRP94 ORF encodes a canonical signal sequence, its partitioning to the ER would be expected to be both translation- and signal sequence-dependent. As depicted in Figure 4A, all reporter constructs contain the entire ORF and UTRs of GRP94, as well as a myc epitope tag to allow direct detection of the mRNA and mRNA translation products. Using the detergent extraction fractionation protocol described above, we observed that GRP94-myc mRNA and GRP94-myc protein are both found exclusively in the membrane-bound fraction (Fig. 4; data not shown).

To determine if translation is required for mRNA localization to the ER, the ATG start codon of the GRP94 reporter was mutated to a TTG and a stable stem–loop structure ($\Delta G = -52$ kcal/mol) (Mathews et al. 1999; Zuker 2003), similar to that previously shown to inhibit translation (Pelletier and Sonenberg 1985; Dostie and Dreyfuss 2002), was inserted into the 5’ UTR (Fig. 4A, GRP94-myc SL). No protein product was detected in cells transfected

![FIGURE 3.](https://example.com/fig3.png) mRNAs retain physical interactions with the endoplasmic reticulum following the disassembly of membrane-bound ribosomes. (A) Schematic depicting possible fates of membrane-associated mRNAs following extraction of RM with EDTA. (B) Purified rough microsomes (RM) were treated with EDTA, sodium carbonate, pH 11, and/or a NP40/DOC detergent admixture (det.) as indicated. RM were centrifuged through a 0.5 M sucrose pad, and bound (pellet, lanes P) and released (supernatant, lanes S) fractions were collected. Total RNA extracted from each fraction was analyzed by Northern blot (upper panels). The recovery of the integral membrane protein fraction was assayed by immunoblot analysis of the ER integral membrane protein TRAPα (bottom panel).

![FIGURE 4.](https://example.com/fig4.png) Endoplasmic reticulum localization of GRP94 mRNA occurs in the absence of signal sequence function or translation. (A) Schematic of GRP94-myc reporter constructs. WT, wild-type GRP94-myc; SL, GRP94-myc with addition of a stem–loop and ATG→TTG start codon mutation; ΔSS, GRP94-myc with a deletion of the signal sequence. (B) Total RNA was extracted from Cos-7 cells transfected with constructs as listed and analyzed by Northern blot. Expression was normalized to the 28S rRNA band and wild-type levels set at 100% for quantification. (C) Total cell lysates from Cos-7 cells transfected with constructs as listed were analyzed by immunoblot. Expression was normalized to tubulin and wild-type levels set at 100% for quantification. (D) Cos-7 cells transfected with WT or ΔSS constructs were fractionated into cytosol (lanes C) and membrane-bound (lanes M) fractions. Proteins were analyzed by immunoblot using anti-myc, anti-Hsp90 (cytosolic marker), and anti-TRAPα (ER marker) antibodies. (E,F) Cos-7 (E) or HeLa (F) cells transfected with WT, ΔSS, or SL GRP94-myc constructs were fractionated into cytosol and membrane-bound fractions. RNA isolated from each fraction was analyzed by Northern blot using probes against myc, histone 3.3 (cytosolic mRNA), calreticulin, or BiP (ER-bound mRNAs). (G,H) The relative enrichment of each message in the membrane-bound fraction for Cos-7 cells (G) or HeLa cells (H).
with the GRP94-myc SL construct, although the wild-type form was readily detected (Fig. 4C), confirming that the GRP94-myc SL construct is translated weakly, or not at all, in tissue culture cells. The faint, faster migrating band present in the SL lane likely represents an internal initiation product. Importanty, the GRP94 primary amino acid sequence indicates that all internal initiation products lack a signal sequence, and therefore internal initiation would not be expected to serve as a mechanism whereby mRNAs could be ER localized.

To determine whether ER-directed localization of GRP94 mRNA requires a signal sequence, a cDNA was constructed where the nucleotides encoding amino acids 4–19, the GRP94 signal sequence, were deleted (Fig. 4A, GRP94-myc ΔSS). Cells transfected with the ΔSS construct were fractionated into cytosol and membrane bound compartments, and the partitioning of the translation products between the cytosol and endoplasmic reticulum was determined. In the absence of a signal sequence, translocation of GRP94 into the ER lumen was disabled and the GRP94-myc ΔSS translation product was recovered exclusively in the cytosol fraction (Fig. 4D). In contrast, the signal sequence encoding form of GRP94-myc was recovered entirely in the membrane fraction. Paired control analyses, where the cytosolic protein Hsp90, or the resident ER membrane protein TRAPα, were assayed, confirmed both the validity of the fractionation and the ascrced locations of the wild-type (WT) and ΔSS forms of the GRP94-myc reporters (Fig. 4D).

The consequences of suppressed translation/loss of signal sequence function on ER directed RNA localization was examined in Cos-7 and HeLa cells transfected with the different GRP94-myc reporter constructs and fractionated by the techniques noted above, to assess partitioning between the cytosol and ER-enriched fractions (Fig. 4E,F). As shown in Figure 4E (Cos-7) and Figure 4F (HeLa), both the GRP94-myc SL and Grp94-myc ΔSS, like the WT mRNA, are highly enriched in membrane-bound fractions. For comparison, calreticulin and BiP messages are found exclusively in ER-bound fractions, and histone H3.3 mRNA is highly enriched in cytosolic fractions. These results serve to validate the fractionation protocol. In HeLa cells, the results are striking—there is little change in the distribution of GRP94-myc mRNA for either mutation (from 89% membrane bound for the wild type to 78% for both ΔSS or SL constructs) (Fig. 4G). In Cos-7 cells, the ΔSS and SL constructs are less efficiently partitioned to the membrane bound fraction, as compared to the wild-type (~60% versus 90% for the wild-type construct); they are nonetheless substantially enriched in the membrane bound fraction (Fig. 4B).

To determine if the observed partitioning patterns were a function of expression levels, experiments were conducted in which cells were transfected with serial dilutions of plasmid DNA. Extensive comparisons of the partitioning patterns confirmed that the differences between HeLa and Cos7 cells in the relative efficiency of cytosol:ER partitioning were not due to variations in reporter expression level between the two cell lines and were not, for example, artifacts of over-expression (data not shown). These data indicate that mRNAs may themselves encode localization information specific for the ER compartment. Thus, although the signal sequence/SRP pathway is sufficient to support ER-directed RNA localization, the absence of a signal sequence and/or suppression of mRNA translation only modestly affects ER-directed mRNA localization. On the basis of these data, we propose that signal-sequence encoding mRNAs can undergo direct, translation-independent localization to the ER. At present, we do not know the relative contributions of translation-dependent versus translation-independent pathways to the global partitioning of mRNAs to the ER. A full understanding of the global regulation of mRNA partitioning to the ER will require the identification of the presumed cis-localization signals which direct this class of mRNAs to the ER as well as the trans-acting recognition factors which decode this localization information.

On the basis of these data, we propose that mRNAs contain localization determinants that govern their partitioning to the ER membrane (Nicchitta et al. 2005). In this view, cis-localization elements, and their cognate trans-recognition factors, provide the primary control of mRNA partitioning between the cytosol and ER compartments; the SRP pathway would then function to direct the translation product into the exocytic pathway. The separation of these two processes, mRNA localization and protein translocation, suggests a degree of plasticity in the organization of the subcellular compartmentalization of protein synthesis not anticipated in current models. Importantly, such a model explains the now-established phenomenon of “non-canonical” mRNA partitioning to the ER and is consistent with established modes of mRNA localization in the cell (Palacios and St Johnston 2001). Of particular interest, a recent global analysis of mRNA localization in the Drosophila embryo identified an unexpected and rich diversity of mRNA localization patterns, leading these authors to postulate fundamental roles for mRNA localization in the genesis of the complex compartmentalization processes that are characteristic of metazoans (Lecuyer et al. 2007). In this context, it will be critical to further investigate the mechanisms and the functionality of such localization pathways. Possible functions of such targeting pathways include the compartmentalization of metabolic pathways to the 2D surface of the ER membrane, localization of protein synthesis to discrete subdomains of the ER with either different physiological functions (Choi et al. 2000) or which initiate the formation of organized secretory units that contribute to both structural and functional polarity (Herpers and Rabouille 2004; Levine and Rabouille 2005).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

HeLa human epithelial cells and Cos-7 monkey kidney cells (ATCC) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. J558 murine plasmacytoma cells (ATCC) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% calf serum. HeLa cells stably expressing a short hairpin RNA against SRP54 (Ren et al. 2004) were obtained from Q. Deveraux, through MTA agreement with Novartis Research Foundation (San Diego, CA). All cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO₂ and were subcultured at 2–3-d intervals. Tissue culture reagents were from Invitrogen or Mediatech.

Plasmid construction and transfections

Molecular biology reagents were from Promega, New England Biolabs, and Invitrogen, unless specified otherwise. Oligonucleotides were obtained from IDT. Transfections were conducted using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer’s directions with the exception that plasmid DNA/lipofectamine additions were performed in the absence of serum and media was replaced after 4 h of incubation. Typically, cells were split at a 1:2 ratio at this time.

GRP94 was amplified by RT-PCR of total RNA purified from HeLa cells. cDNA was amplified from total RNA using Superscript RNase H- reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and oligo dT primers. PCR amplification of GRP94 was done using the following oligos: 5'-CGCAGATCTGTGCGGACGCGCCGGCG-3' and 5'-CGCAGATCTATTTGGGATCTTTTTATTTTTATACA-3'. The PCR product was cloned using a PCR-SMART cloning kit (Lucagen). A myc tag was inserted into the unique NdeI site of the PCR-SMART vector using BglII and inserted into the BamHI site of pcDNA6/myc-HIS C (Invitrogen).

GRP94-myc-ΔSS was created by using a Quik-Change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) to add an ApaI site at nt 56 of GRP94-myc in the PCR-SMART vector. GRP94-myc (+ApaI) was cut out of the PCR-SMART vector using BglII and inserted into the BamHI site of pcDNA6/myc-HIS C. The signal sequence was deleted by digesting with Apal and re-ligating the resulting product to create GRP94-myc-ΔSS. The resulting construct encodes a protein with the following initial sequence: MRARAD... (wild type=MRALWVLGLCCVLLFHSVVRAD). GRP94-myc SL was created by using a Quik-Change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) to change the ATG start codon of GRP94-myc in the PCR-SMART vector to a TTG. GRP94-myc ΔATG Δ3’UTR was amplified by PCR using the 5’ start oligo listed above and 5’-CGCAGATCTTTACATTCTCATCTTTTTCACGTGTAAG-3’. This fragment was digested with BglII and inserted into the BamHI site of pcDNA6/myc-HIS C. A stem–loop was inserted into the BamHI site in the 5’UTR of GRP94 using the following oligo: 5’-GATCCGCGCCGATCGCCGCGGATCGCGCGGGGATCGCGCGG-3’. The 3’UTR of GRP94 was then inserted into this construct by ligating a PsI fragment from full-length GRP94-myc into a PsI-digested plasmid.

Nuclei isolation and electron microscopy

Nuclei were isolated from pooled, freshly isolated mouse livers by iodixanol (OptiPrep) gradient isolation of isotonic liver homogenates, as described in the manufacturer’s application guide (Axis-Shield). Briefly, fresh mouse livers were homogenized in a buffer containing 10 mM HEPES/KOH, pH 7.4, 250 mM sucrose, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM PMSF, 0.1 μM leupeptin, 25 mM KCl, and 5 mM MgCl₂. The homogenate was filtered through four layers of cheesecloth and centrifuged at 1000g for 10 min to yield a pellet that was resuspended and recentrifuged. The pellet was then made to 25% iodixanol, underlayed with equal volumes of 30% and 35% iodixanol in homogenization buffer, and centrifuged for 10,000g for 20 min. The nuclei were recovered at the 30%–35% interface, resuspended and washed in homogenization buffer. Nuclei prepared in this manner are virtually free from cytosolic contamination, as determined by enzymatic assay of the cytosolic enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (data not shown).

Nuclear envelopes were prepared from freshly isolated mouse liver nuclei as described in Matunis (2006), with the exception that RNase was omitted during the nuclease digestion step. In brief, freshly isolated nuclei were resuspended in a hypotonic buffer (0.1 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM PMSF), subsequently diluted into buffered 10% sucrose, and chromatin-hydrolyzed by addition of RNase-free DNase I. The nuclear envelope fraction was isolated by centrifugation, and the outer nuclear envelope fraction was obtained by the detergent extraction protocols detailed in Matunis (2006). Thin section transmission electron microscopy of isolated mouse liver nuclei were performed as described previously (Lerner et al. 2003). Briefly, nuclei were fixed in solution with glutaraldehyde, and following post-fixation staining, samples were embedded and processed for electron microscopic analysis.

RNA isolation, amplification, and generation of cDNAs, probe preparation, and microarray hybridization

Total RNA from murine liver, purified cytosolic polyribosomes, purified nuclei, and purified nuclear envelope fractions were isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen). Total RNA quality was assayed using an Agilent bioanalyzer (Silicon Genetics), as performed in the Duke Microarray Core Facility (DMCF). Amplified mRNA was analyzed on oligonucleotide DNA microarrays using the Operon Murine Genome Oligo Set Version 3.0 (Operon). Total RNA from each sample and a reference RNA (Universal Murine Reference RNA, Stratagene) was used in probe preparation using direct labeling. Detailed protocols are available on the DMCF Web site (http://microarray.genome.duke.edu/spotted-arrays/protocols).

Data processing and statistical analysis

Genespring v7.2 software (Agilent Technologies, Silicon Genetics) was used to perform data analysis. The array files are freely accessible at http://data.cgt.duke.edu/CN.php. Intensity-dependent...
(Lowess) normalization was done on the entire data set. Based on triplicates of each condition, a threshold of twofold increase or decrease in expression relative to the total RNA and a two-way ANOVA with a P cutoff of 0.05 was done. The cytosol and nuclear envelope-derived mRNA pools were characterized using EASE analysis (Hosack et al. 2003). EASE calculates over-representation statistics relative to the total gene number and allows paired comparisons of GO categories via use of EASE scores, a one-tailed Fisher exact probability statistical measure. EASE-based GO analyses of the mRNA fractions were performed to define the most prominent categories/members of the cytosol and nuclear envelope-associated mRNA fractions, with overall presence or absence of any given mRNA, in any fraction, defined through a cutoff twofold expression over background as a minimum signal.

Sequential detergent extraction and sucrose density gradients

These protocols have been described previously (Lerner et al. 2003; Stephens et al. 2005, 2007; Lerner and Nicchitta 2006).

RNA–endoplasmic reticulum interaction assay

Rough microsomes (RM) were purified from J558 cells as described previously (Lerner et al. 2003; Stephens et al. 2005, 2007). RM from ~ 1.8 x 10^8 cells were recovered by centrifugation at 40,000 rpm in a Beckman TLA 100.3 for 20 min and resuspended in 1.5 mL of SHKM buffer (0.25 M sucrose, 50 mM HEPES, pH 6.8, 150 mM KAc, 5 mM MgOAc_2) using a Dounce homogenizer. As indicated, EDTA was added to a final concentration of 50 mM and incubated for 20 min on ice. The indicated samples were then incubated in 100 mM sodium carbonate, pH 11, or 1% NP40 and 0.5% sodium deoxycholate for 20 min on ice. RM were collected by centrifugation at 44,000 rpm in a TLA100 for 10 min over a 0.5 M sucrose cushion. RNA or proteins were recovered from pellet and supernatant fractions and analyzed by Northern blotting or immunoblotting.

Northern blots and immunoblot analysis

Northern blots were conducted by standard protocols and have been described previously (Stephens et al. 2007). Probes were labeled with [α-32P]dCTP (MP Biomedical) using a random hexanucleotide primer kit (Roche) and either a KpnI fragment from canine GRP94 or a PstI/EcoRI fragment of BiP. Alternatively, probes were labeled with [γ-32P]ATP (MP Biomedical) using T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB) and the oligonucleotide sequences listed below. Phosphorimaging was performed with a Typhoon 9400 (GE Healthcare), and data analysis was performed using ImageQuant TL software (GE Healthcare).

Immunoblots were conducted by standard protocols using antibodies against myc (ab9106, Abcam), tubulin (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), TRAPα or Hsp90 as previously described (Lerner et al. 2003). Quantification was performed with the ImageQuant TL software package (GE Healthcare).

Northern blot oligonucleotide probes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>myc</td>
<td>TATGCCAGATCTTCTTGAGATGATTIGTTTTTGTTICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histone 3.3</td>
<td>CCGTATTTCTCTGACTCTTCCTTTTCCCATCGGCAGCAATCAGTTGTAATTACCAACACAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calreticulin</td>
<td>CACCCCTAGTGGTGTGACCCCGACAAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiP</td>
<td>GTCTTCTCTACGAAACACTGACTCAGTATTACATTAACCTCCACAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP54</td>
<td>CATCATGGCTTCTGTCGCCAGCAGCACCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAP-δ</td>
<td>GACCGATTTCTGGACCCCTTGTTTGTGTCACCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsp90</td>
<td>CTGGACACCATAGATATCTGCACCAGCCTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L26</td>
<td>CTTCTGTCTCACGGCTTGTGAGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDH</td>
<td>GCCATGGCACGCCAACACCAAACACTGATTTTGAAGACCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flow cytometry

Surface expression of DR4 was determined by flow cytometry using a BD LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Cells were harvested, washed with PBS, and incubated with 20 μg/mL mouse monoclonal antibody to DR4 (DJR1, Abcam) in growth media for 45 min on ice. Cells were then washed with PBS and incubated with 1 μg/mL biotin conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (Invitrogen) for 30 min on ice. Cells were then washed with PBS and incubated with 1:100 streptavidin-PE (BioRad) for 30 min on ice. Cells were washed with PBS and analyzed by flow cytometry.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Supplemental material, including a high-resolution micrograph of Figure 1C, depicting polyribosomes in association with the outer nuclear envelope and the nuclear pore complex, can be found at http://www.cellbio.duke.edu/faculty/research/Nicchitta.html (listed as Pyhtila et al. Nuclear Envelope Micrograph).
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